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Temples of Education:
150th anniversary of the Leicester School Board

This year sees the 150th anniversary of the Leicester School Board, set up in 1871 as a
direct result of WE Forster’s Education Act  of 1870. This led to the building of numerous
schools which became prominent landmarks in the growing town. Forster’s Act was the
first piece of legislation to deal specifically with the provision of education in Britain and
in consequence to provide schools in areas where none existed. This was particularly
significant in rapidly expanding industrial towns. In Leicester the population had seen a

In common with many societies and groups, the Leicester Group was virtually dormant
during 2020. At the time of writing it is expected that many restrictions will be eased in
July, and the committee have tentatively organised a few activities for members in the
summer and autumn. These include an evening walk in Stoneygate in July, a visit to
Market Harborough in August, and a visit to the Great Meeting Chapel in October - our
first indoor activity. We hope to resume our regular meetings at Bishop Street in
November. Details of all these activities are given at the end of this newsletter.

One of the earliest schools erected by the Board, Slater Street (1874). Believed to
be by RJ & J Goodacre.  It is one of five Leicester Board Schools listed Grade II in
1999 following applications by the Leicester Group.
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fourfold increase to 96,000 between 1815 and 1870. By 1902, the year the school
boards were disbanded, the population of Leicester had risen to 212,000.

Prior to the 1870 Act, much of the local education, especially for the working classes,
was provided by “earnest Christian men and women, churchmen and dissenters”.
Thanks to the efforts of these public-spirited people a number of voluntary parochial
schools had been set up, the first being St Mary’s in 1783 followed by St Martin’s in
1790, St Margaret’s in 1807, All Saints in 1819 and later, St George’s, Christ Church,
Great Meeting and several others, including Trinity (see page 7). Forster’s Act allowed
these voluntary schools to continue, whilst establishing a system of school boards to
build and manage schools in areas where they were most needed. The boards were
locally elected groups which received their funding from the rates.

Leicester acted quickly and the first School Board comprising 13 members was
elected in January 1871. All the members had to be local residents and elections
were held every three years. The Board chose the Rev David Vaughan, the highly-
regarded vicar of St Martin’s Church (now the cathedral) and founder of the Vaughan
Working Men’s College, as its chairman.

The first task of the Board was to determine the overall provision of elementary
education in the town. Although there were places for 10,053 pupils, accommodation
was needed for 17,903 - a shortfall of 7,850. Urgent action was needed and by the end
of 1874 five new Board Schools had been built and opened. These were King Richard’s
Road and Syston Street (both opened in January); Slater Street and Oxford Street
(August) and Elbow Lane (October). By the end of the following year, eight schools,
providing for 7,000 children, were up and running. This was a remarkable achievement.

The membership of the Leicester School Board was religiously and politically diverse,
including Non Conformists, Anglicans, Roman Catholics, Secularists, Independents,
Socialists and Liberals. The Rev Joseph Wood, the second Chairman, who held the
office for a decade commented: “A position on the Board is no seat of dignified ease,
but a position involving great responsibilities and making large demands upon the two
most precious things a man has to give – time and trouble.”  Throughout the 30 year
life of the Leicester School Board, the members, diverse as they were, achieved a
remarkably consistent approach through a period that saw rapid industrial
development and technological change. They recognised the need to extend
education and, despite their differences, used all the powers at their command to
provide schools as the town grew, and to provide a staff of teachers, “capable and
ready to adapt themselves to new methods”. Adult evening classes and special
provision for physically and mentally handicapped children were also part of the
Board’s responsibility.

The value and importance of education was reflected in the architecture of the
schools themselves. Various local architects were commissioned in the early years,
including Joseph Goddard (Syston Street, 1874) and RJ Goodacre (Belgrave Road,
1875) but eventually Edward Burgess (1847-1929) became the ‘house’ architect for
the Leicester School Board, as he was for the Leicester Coffee House Movement.
Many of his schools were designed to accommodate over a thousand pupils in three
departments. His impressive, pared-down Queen Anne designs had a consistency of
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style incorporating prominent towers, gables and tall, multi-paned sash windows in
groups of two, three or four with a minimum of elegant decoration. Despite a surface
similarity, there were subtle differences in each building.

Richard Gill has written, “The Leicester Board Schools competed visually with the
churches. One of the visual functions of the churches was to dominate the
landscape….The Board Schools, particularly those designed by Edward Burgess
attempted a similar authoritative statement.” They are indeed temples to education.
Often towering above the surrounding rows of small terraced houses, the schools
dominate the Victorian streets in which they are set and afford dramatic and sometimes
unexpected vistas. Many of the Board Schools are still standing and are worthy of close
inspection. These include Burgess’ first design, Charnwood Street (1877),  Hazel
Street (1882), Medway Street (1884), Avenue Road (1894), Moat Road (1901), Mantle
Road (1898),  Narborough Road, (1902), and Belper Street (1887) - the last of these
now sadly derelict, but a striking design that soars above the houses with a colossal
assurance that is quite breathtaking when viewed from near or far; its great roof,
crowned by a cupola dominates its low-built surroundings with confidence and ease.

In 1902 the ‘Balfour Act’ brought school boards to an end. They were replaced by
education committees and one of the Leicester Education Committee’s first schools
was a fine Burgess design at the corner of Harrison Road and Gipsy Lane. It was
completed in 1903, so it could well have been a School Board commission just prior
to the Board’s disbanding. At its demise the Leicester School Board was providing

Unlisted and unloved - Edward Burgess’ Belper Street School of 1887.
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places for 30,000 children out of the total of 45,000 places available in elementary
schools. It had fulfilled its purpose by providing a system of schooling for the great
majority of children in impressive, well-equipped buildings.

The Leicester Daily Post paid a glowing tribute to the Board stating that its
achievements “must be regarded as simply splendid”. The writer praised “the
thorough efficiency, prescience and enterprise of its work” and concluded by saying:
“So long as its schools remain, it can need no more conspicuous and happy
monument of its career.”

Mantle Road - Edward Burgess (1898), listed Grade II in 1999 following an application by the
Leicester Group. Although no longer a school, this impressive building still serves a number of
community functions.

Neil Crutchley

VICTORIAN SOCIETY AUTUMN LECTURE SERIES
During the pandemic, one of the few sources of income for the Victorian Society has
been its excellent series of Zoom lectures, superb value at just £5 each. These lectures
will continue in the autumn when they will include three lectures by Andrew Saint.
Andrew is a trustee of the Society and a prolific author on architectural history, including
the work of Richard Norman Shaw, the subject of his talk to the Leicester Group in 2015.
He is former General Editor of the magisterial Survey of London and his talks will be on
his new book, London 1870-1914: A city at its zenith, on 22 September and 6 & 13
October. There will also be a six-part lecture series on The Terraced House, and on 14
December our President, Gryff Rhys Jones will deliver a Christmas lecture. To book,
and also to access previous lectures in the series, go to victoriansociety.org.uk/events.
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Treasurer’s Report - delivered by Peter Ellis

2020 has been a strange and unusual year for the Group, as it has been for everyone
else. We normally rely on making a small surplus on our summer activities which goes
to subsidise our winter meetings as well as printing and postage of the newsletter.
Subscriptions paid by our local subscribers also help, as do sales of books and
publications at our meetings. All these sources of income have dried up this year.  We
also made the decision that, for local subscribers, the Group has effectively been
dormant for most of the year and that we would thus follow the example of several
other groups and waive the usual renewal fee, which normally raises £200-250.

The organ recital in March was a particularly expensive meeting – apart from a fee to
Thomas Keogh (far less than his contribution merited!), we also made an ex gratia
payment to Bishop Street for the use of the organ, which is not included in our normal
room hire fee. Despite this, we virtually broke even on the three meetings we were
able to hold, and our loss for the year (£385) is almost entirely accounted for by the
cost of printing and posting three issues of the newsletter (£362). Fortunately, we
have reserves, and it is at times like this that we need to call on them – our
accumulated balance of £5,600 will help us weather the storm for some time yet!

Leicester Group AGM - 2021
The Leicester Group AGM was held by ‘Zoom’ on 2nd February 2021.

Chairmen’s Annual Report - delivered by Neil Crutchley

We have had just two events since our last Annual General Meeting. The first took
place immediately after the AGM when vice-president Cynthia Brown gave a
fascinating talk on a rather forgotten but significant aspect of Leicester’s Victorian and
Edwardian History, the 1910 Homecoming. The second, on 3rd March was a
recital/lecture on Victorian town halls and their organs. Holy Cross organist Thomas
Keogh played the musical items and I talked about the halls and the instruments.
Lockdown followed a couple of weeks later We hope to resume our activities soon,
albeit on a fairly limited scale to begin with - see back of this newsletter for details.
Some activities originally planned for 2020 may be revived. We also have an interesting
line-up of speakers on stand-by and hope we may be able to resume our evening
lectures by the autumn but as we are sure you appreciate, nothing is certain at present.

However, the Group has not been idle during this fallow period. We have produced
two newsletters and thanks to my co-chair Peter Ellis, and vice president Rowan
Roenisch, the Group has managed to obtain listed status for two significant local
buildings. Peter was able to put forward a convincing case for the Samuel Street
hydraulic power station and accumulator tower and Rowan was successful with the
former Home for Penitent Females on Stoneygate Road. These are both splendid
achievements and have kept the Leicester Group’s flag flying in what has been a very
trying time. A full description of both buildings was included in our last newsletter.

We would like to thank everyone for attending the meeting and we hope that we will
be able to offer something more positive concerning future activities.
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Buildings Sub-Committee Report
There has been very little significant activity during the pandemic, and several
meetings of the City Council’s Conservation Advisory Panel have been cancelled.
The previous newsletter (Autumn/Winter 2020) included a description of the former
Home for Penitent Females on Stoneygate Road, which was subject to a planning
application for conversion into flats. We subsequently obtained Grade II listed status
for this interesting building (William Beaumont Smith, 1881). We welcome the
proposed conversion, since it should provide a viable future for the building, and we
hope that listed status will ensure that its essential character remains intact.

The former British Steam Specialities office, Fleet House on Lee Circle (Frank
Seale, 1902) has been a source of concern for some years, and has recently been
the subject of vandalism and minor arson attacks. After several attempts to obtain
permission for demolition, the developers have now submitted a scheme which
leaves the main office block intact. Whilst not ideal, this is probably the best solution
we could hope for and we look forward to seeing the completed scheme. The same
cannot be said for the neighbouring building at 80 Wharf St South (1869), the first
building designed by Stockdale Harrison when he returned to Leicester to set up his
own practice after working with George Somers Clarke in London.  Although it
occupies part of the same block as Fleet House, it is owned by different developers
who have yet to come up with a scheme which respects this little gem of a building
that could be such an asset to an area ripe for sympathetic revival.

At the time of writing the former Fenwicks store is about to open as an ‘aparthotel’, and
we are pleased that this prominent city centre building is being given a new lease of life.
Fenwicks occupied a total of eight separate buildings which had been added to the
original Joseph Johnson store at 36 Market Street - some purpose-built and others
acquired from their previous owners. The whole block was visually integrated by the
strong green fascia, and the contribution made by this green fascia was mentioned in the
listing description. Sadly the developers have repainted the fascia and the imposing
gable in a bland but fashionable grey, which is not strong enough to unify the disparate
sections of the block. It is also regretted that conversion has involved the needless
destruction of the distinctive first floor display windows on the corner of Belvoir Street and
Bowling Green Street, and also at the former Bennett’s Toy Shop at 32-34 Market Street
(Keites and Fosbrooke - 1898). However, as the listing only covered the two Barradale
sections on Market Street and Belvoir Street, these features were not protected.

With regard to membership – numbers continue to decline I’m afraid. If anyone has
any bright ideas for recruitment, or knows anyone who might be interested in joining
us, please talk to a member of the committee. We currently have 42 full members of
the Victorian Society living in our ‘catchment area’ of Leicester and Leicestershire,
together with 29 who subscribe to our local mailing list, down from the 43 and 33
respectively that I reported at last year’s AGM.  At the National AGM, held by Zoom
in autumn 2020, Joe O’Donnell the new Director of the Victorian Society, appealed
for a membership drive, and suggested that every member should try to recruit one
other member during the year – how about it?
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Dennis Calow – An Appreciation
By Colin Hyde, based on an interview conducted in 2005

It was with great sadness that we heard of the death of long-standing member, Dennis
Calow on 26th December 2020, at the age of 94.

Dennis was born in 1926 in Great Holme Street, in the West End of Leicester. From
an early age he was interested in buildings and wanted to be an architect. His
education was interrupted when he joined the Royal Engineers in 1945, but he was
able to return to the Leicester School of Architecture in 1948. Following a stint in
Bristol, Dennis joined the Leicester City Architect’s Department in 1951, after which he
joined Joe Everitt’s practice on London Road.

He developed a taste for exploring Leicester and Leicestershire, originally on his bike
as a teenager. This passion continued through his adult life and with the addition of a
camera, Dennis walked every street of Leicester, most of the towns and villages of
Leicestershire, and many streets in London. He took thousands of photographs and
documented the buildings and streets that took his fancy due to interesting design
features. He scoured the Leicester Mercury for demolition notices, and wherever
possible tried to record the condemned streets before the wrecking ball set to work.
Over a thousand of his photos, along with an excellent essay about Leicester’s
terraced housing, can be found on the University of Leicester Special Collections
website and they feature regularly on social media.

Having developed an appreciation of Victorian architecture, Dennis reflected that it
was frowned upon in architectural circles in the 1950s and ’60s, and Victorian style
was only slightly reflected in the buildings he worked on. Members may be familiar with
some of Dennis’s work, such as Gateway House by De Montfort University and the
Invicta plastics building in Oadby.

Dennis Calow’s drawing of Trinity Church School (1871), which formerly stood on the corner
of Regent Road and Duke Street, built just as the Leicester Schools Board was founded.

As well as his
photographs, Dennis
also occupied his
retirement creating
many detailed pen
and ink scale
drawings based on
his photographs of
buildings in Leicester
that are now
demolished. These,
and his remarkable
photo collection, are a
legacy that will be
enjoyed by the city for
many years to come.
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36 Mansfield Street - by Carole Face
An occasional series in which members talk about their favourite buildings in the area

Facing the car park in Belgrave Gate stands an unassuming Victorian factory, 36
Mansfield Street, now standing alone against the skyline.

Built of red brick, the overall appearance of this building is one of elegant symmetry.
Of three floors, the central section has nine bays, and an additional wider bay at the
right hand end accommodated a cart entrance under a riveted iron lintel. The upper
windows have segmental heads of gauged brick, and two courses of bricks laid
diagonally form a modest but effective frieze beneath the guttering.

It is always worth looking at the brickwork of Victorian buildings. Mansfield Street is
laid in English Bond – alternate courses of headers and stretchers with ‘closers’
(bricks cut or moulded to expose a half-header used to complete the bond) where
necessary. The bricks are thinly bedded with great precision, and the building must
look almost as crisp and clean as it did when new in 1898. Surprisingly, perhaps, this
modest building was designed by the Goddard firm, at that time trading as Goddard
& Co, following the retirement of AH Paget.

The client was John Partridge and Sons, glove, hosiery and cigar manufacturers. The
eldest of five children, John was born in 1828 to Charles Partridge, a brewer, and his
wife Clarissa who were living in Upper Brown Street at the time of the 1841 census.
John was a glove warehouseman when he married Sarah Durrad in 1850 and they
went on to have ten children. By the 1891 census they are living at 12 Tichbourne
Street, with John now a hosiery and glove manufacturer. In 1898, aged 70, he moved
his businesses into the newly built factory at 36 Mansfield Street.

Mansfield Street was a hive of activity at that time. According to Wright’s Directory of
1903, an interesting and diverse collection of trades were operating there, including
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George Flint, coal dealer; Lawrence Brown, timber merchant, bender and hosiery
shape manufacturer; Holyoake & Brown, boot manufacturers; Edwin Raynes, basket
and skep maker; The Wesleyan Mission Hall; TW Everard and Co, maltings; William
Holmes, chair repairer, cutler and clothes dealer; George Goldby, whitewasher;  Alfred
Smith, hard confectioner; Tomkins, Spence & Co, boot manufacturers; Mrs Henrietta
Spiers, provisions dealer; French, Russell & Co, sewing cotton manufacturers; Francis
& Whittington, iron founders and range manufacturers; and Stead & Simpson Ltd, boot
manufacturers, as well as a number of tiny terraced houses. One can imagine the
narrow street teeming with people, hand barrows and horses and carts, accompanied
by a cacophony of industrial noises emanating from the closely packed buildings, of
which 36 is virtually the sole survivor.

After a long and busy working life, John Partridge retired to a brick-built villa,
‘Rayleigh’, in the peaceful environs of Avenue Road, Stoneygate, where he died aged
84 in 1912.

His factory on Mansfield Street has suffered several indignities – the cart entrance
and the ground floor windows have been bricked-up to deter vandalism, and the other
two floors have been brutally re-glazed with ugly brown framed uPVC windows.
Despite this, the classic proportions, simple detailing and fine craftsmanship of the
brickwork ensure that this building can still hold its own, now more visible than it was
ever anticipated to be. What does the future hold for this defiant survivor? Apparently
currently unoccupied, it deserves to be recalled to life and used again.

�

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily
represent those of the Editor or of The Victorian Society.

The Victorian Society, 1 Priory Gardens, London W4 1TT
Registered as a Charity No 1081435 and a Company limited by guarantee

Registered in England, No 3940996.  Registered office as above.

Published by the Leicester Group of the Victorian Society
Joint Chairmen: Neil Crutchley and Peter Ellis
Membership: Peter Ellis - 01455 291694 - ellisdesign@talktalk.net
Events Bookings: Carole Face - 0116 267 5946
Website: http://www.victoriansociety.org.uk/leicester/

Follow us on Twitter @LeicVicSoc

Cosby - A Leicestershire Village, is a new book by member Brian
Screaton. It contains 216 pages with over 500  illustrations, many of which
have not appeared in print before.   The reader is taken on a time-
travelling tour around the village. The history of the buildings and places
is explored, as well as the stories of some of the people and families who
have lived there. The price is £19.95 and it is available from
www.cosbyaleicestershirevillage.blogspot.co.uk, from eBay or direct from
Brian on 07770 413228. Postage where applicable is £3.25.
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Summer Programme - 2021
All our activities, including visits, are open to all subject to space limitations.

Our booking form ‘Green Sheet’ is only sent to members living in Leicestershire.
If you do not receive a booking form, but wish to participate in a bookable activity, the form
can be downloaded as a PDF from our website, or booking enquiries can be made direct to

Carole Face - 0116 267 5946.

Tuesday 10th August 2021
A morning walk round Victorian Market Harborough

Market Harborough is a small town with a wealth of delightful architectural styles. We
will concentrate on Victorian gems which include a guided tour of the Congregational
Church of 1844 by Leicester architect William Flint. We will look at the exterior of Our
Lady of Victories Catholic Church; the Baptist Chapel; the Grade ll former Cattle
Market Settling Rooms; the Grade ll former Flour Mill, to mention a few.

At the time of writing, admission to the Market Harborough Museum in the former
Symington Building is by pre-booking only. There are limited displays on show.
Participants on the walk who would like to visit the museum in the afternoon are
advised to make their own booking. See the Museum website.

Tuesday 20th July 2021
Who designed and lived in a house like this?

Isaac Barradale, Joseph Goddard, Stockdale Harrison, Cecil Ogden, Amos Hall and
James Frank Smith all designed houses in the part of Stoneygate to be explored on
this walk, led by the Group’s president, Richard Gill, and co-chair, Neil Crutchley.

Stoneygate Road, Sandown Road, Alexandra Road and the corresponding section of
London Road contain some splendid examples of Victorian villas, detached houses,
elegant terraces and at least one ‘urban estate’. These were the homes of some of
Leicester’s leading citizens and this walk will feature the outsides of the finest of these
houses and information about their original owners.

Meet 7.00pm at the corner of Albert Road and London Road
Cost £5

(Pay on the day - no need to book)
Leader’s mobile phone - for use on the day only - 07757 999286

COVID 19
We have tentatively arranged a small number of visits and indoor meetings for the
late Summer and Autumn 2021, as listed below. At the time of writing, various
restrictions connected with the Coronavirus outbreak are still in force, and we do
not know when these will be modified or lifted. Participants in all our activities will
be expected to comply with all relevant regulations and guidance.

�
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Tuesday 5th October 2021
Great Meeting Chapel, a Victorian 'time capsule'

An exploration of the main features and an explanation of its role in
Victorian Leicester

Leicester’s Unitarian Chapel, known historically as ‘The Great Meeting’, was built in
1708, and enlarged in 1866. It is the oldest complete brick building in Leicester and one
of the most important historic buildings to survive in the city. Its congregation was the
most important and influential in Leicester during the 18th and 19th centuries, and
members made a significant contribution to the political, economic, and cultural life of the
town out of all proportion to their numbers. We will start with a guided tour of the Grade
II listed chapel identifying various points of interest, and this will be followed by a talk from
Dr David Wykes describing the many links between the chapel and the political, social,
industrial  and cultural development of Victorian Leicester.

Meet at the Great Meeting Chapel, 45 East Bond Street, at 7.00pm
Cost £10 to include light refreshments and a donation to the Chapel Roof Repair Fund

(Closing date for bookings 7th September - see Green Sheet)
Limited parking at the chapel, on-street parking or John Lewis multi-storey nearby

The visit will be by members’ own cars or public transport.
Meet at 10.30am at The Old Grammar School next to St Dionysius Church (LE16 7NB)

The nearest car park is in Symington Way, accessed from Leicester Road, turn left into
Bowden Lane, right into Doddridge Road, right into Roman Way, then left into Symington Way.
The car park fee is £3 for four hours, £7.50 thereafter, at the time of writing.
Alternatively, buses X3 and X7 run regularly from Haymarket bus station to Market Harborough.

Guided by Michael Taylor and  Carole Face
Cost £7.50.

(Closing date for bookings: 27th July - see Green Sheet)
Leaders’ mobile phones - for use on the day only - 07793 056103 and 07928 342546
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Meetings Programme - Autumn 2021
All meetings take place in the Bishop Street Methodist Church,

10a Bishop Street, Town Hall Square, Leicester  LE1 6AF at 7.30 pm.
Our meetings are open to all, but we ask all attendees, whether or not they are members

to register in order to comply with Fire Regulations, and to make
a contribution of £2.50 per person towards the costs of room hire and other expenses.

We recommend parking in the City Council’s Newarke St car park - standard charge £2 for arrival after 5.00pm

Tuesday 2nd November 2021
Treatment of Leicester’s Sewage and the Four Gimson Beam Engines

A talk by Tony Kendall and Paul Sole

The first part will cover the problems of sewage and waste water from 1850, and how these
were dealt with in Leicester, resulting in the building of the Abbey Pumping Station to pump
it to the Beaumont Leys sewage farm. The second part will deal with the beam engines.

Tony Kendall, FRGS, has 35 years’ experience of volunteering at the Pumping Station.
He is Chairman of the Leicester Museums Technology Association with 30 years spent
working on the narrow gauge railway and 20 years restoring the steam loco ‘Leonard’.
Now retired, he worked  as a science technician and finance administrator at Leicester
Polytechnic and De Montfort University.

Paul Sole has 20 years’ experience as a volunteer. He was an agricultural engineer
for ten years and a hydraulic engineer for 30 years. He has volunteered on numerous
projects from large stationary steam engines to traction engines and now the beam
engines, including No 1 engine to working order. Now retired, he helped set up tours
of the beam engine house.

Tuesday 7th December 2021
Knighton House: The sustainable refurbishment of a period property

A talk by Nils Feldmann RIBA

Knighton House was built in 1879 and had been significantly altered several times by
previous owners. The house had been split into two apartments and the original
staircase boxed in. Later the upper floor was used as bed-sits and eventually left vacant.

Nils was commissioned to convert the Victorian villa
 back into a family home, restoring original features and re-instating the original floor
layouts. The project has won two awards from the RIBA for the careful refurbishment
and thoughtful extension of the house, and has also featured on Channel 4’s Grand
Designs: House of the Year as a contemporary example of extending a period property.

Nils Feldmann is an architect who has worked in Germany and the UK before setting
up his own practice in Leicester in 2013. His projects range from one-off houses and
office buildings to regeneration master plans, with an emphasis on conservation and
sustainability, including schemes across Europe. He has lived in Leicester since 2001,
he teaches part-time at the local School of Architecture and was recently President of
the Leicestershire & Rutland Society of Architects.


